Keep water where it belongs—in the shower.

From shower rooms to commercial kitchens, CIM is the
architects’ first choice for under-tile waterproofing.
CIM is easily installed under thinset to form a seamless and permanent waterproof barrier.
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“North Coast Waterproofing Inc. has
been using CIM products for several
years and we have had nothing but
great results.”
Cliff Matthews, President
North Coast Waterproofing, Inc.

Case history

Waterproofing a 9,000 sq. ft.
Commercial Kitchen
Peachtree Street, Atlanta, Georgia

CIM High Performance
Waterproofing for Use Under
tile and Dimensional stone
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IAPMO-ES Approved
IAPMO UPC Approved
ANSI/NSF 61 Approved
• Shower Pans
• Ponds, Pools and Fountains
• Plaza Decks
• Balconies
• Planter Boxes
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hotel in downtown Atlanta needed to
make sure that the kitchen had a failsafe waterproof floor. The architect

required a seamless membrane that could

accommodate numerous penetrations. An odorfriendly material was necessary because the
building was occupied throughout the installation
period.
CIM was specified at 90 mils (2 coats) with
transitions and details reinforced with CIM
Scrim. The CIM product was installed continuous
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on a CIP concrete structural deck. Drainage
panels and a thinset tile bed were installed over
the CIM. Two-stage drains were used to provide
primary and subsurface drainage.
Project is now approaching two years old
and no leaks have been reported.
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